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IN SCHOOL
This year, due to the recent pandemic, the
children have not had the opportunity to spend
very much time in the main school building. Their
new classroom will be organised in a similar and
familiar way to their Reception classroom, in
order to ensure they feel comfortable and
confident on their return. I will also be working
closely with Mrs Bajrami and she will be on hand
in the first few weeks until the children settle back
in. We will spend some time ensuring the
children’s become familiar with their surroundings
before moving on to more curriculum based
activities.

EXPECTATIONS IN YEAR 1
Children in Year 1 are expected to be
more independent learners. The
classroom set up will be similar to
reception, in that there will be areas
such as junk modelling, construction and
a role play area. They will be expected
to take a greater responsibility for their
own learning, asking questions and
using classroom resources to help them.

Expectation:
Children will have their reading
books changed every Friday but
if you could please make sure
they have their books in their
school book bag with them
everyday as teachers will be
reading will children throughout
the week.

For ease of storage and to
ensure the expectation is the
same across the school, children
will be expected to have a
school book bag with them each
day.

Expectation:
Children will come into school in
their PE kits on the days when they
have PE lessons. PE kit must be
school green PE shorts and yellow
polo shirt. Children can where black
jogging bottoms over their shorts but
these will be removed for PE. The
jogging bottoms are only for keeping
warm and not to be worn for PE. PE
kit is part of our whole school
uniform and therefore expectations
are the same as the rest of the
week.

Jogging bottoms –
Only plain black jogging bottoms the same as the ones in the
photo (available from the 'My Clothing' website - or
equivalent). They must be jersey / sweatshirt material and have
no logo or stripes or other colour on them and be BLACK
ONLY. (No navy or grey).

What is Forest School?
Forest School is an exciting
opportunity for your child to
experience nature and learn
outdoors. At forest school the children
learn from first-hand experience and
develop skills like perseverance,
independence and responsibility.
These are all skills that will help them
to achieve more when they are back
in the classroom.

We go to Forest School for a
whole morning every week.
The children experience a mixture of
'Forest School' activities and learning
based on our school curriculum that
we believe can be taught much
better outside in order to aid 'sticky'
learning, that is: learning that 'sticks'.

Building confidence through tree climbing,
cooking over the fire and using tools.

Maths, Science and Art is even
better when you do it outdoors!

THE CURRICULUM IN YEAR 1
As children begin in Year 1 they will be working to build on the learning
that takes place in the Reception year.
Place value is central to mathematics such as recognising that the digit
‘5’ in the number 54 has a different value from the number ‘5’ or the 5
in ‘504’.
Phonics is key to the development of a confident reader and children in
Year 1 will focus on a sound each week as well as spelling common
exception words.
Science also plays a big part of the curriculum and children will take
part in real life experiences. Science topics will include, plants and
animals as well as finding out about the four seasons. There are lots
of opportunities for exploring scientific ideas both in classroom and the
local surroundings.

TOPI
Autumn 1 – My family and
CS
other animals (Science)
Autumn 2 – Up, up and
away (History)
Spring 1 – Our wonderful
world (Geography)
Spring 2 - Toys and
schools in the Past (History)
Summer 1 – How does your
garden grow? (Science)
Summer 2 – Rule Britannia
(History)

Reading Record
Subject to the lifting of restrictions, we will be returning to a paper version of a
reading record instead of using Purple Mash. However, we will be retaining the
use of Purple Mash and will revert to it as necessary.
Your child will be expected to read at least three times at home and this will be
recorded in the Reading Record each time. These will be checked on a Friday
and a raffle ticket will be awarded for 3 completed reading sessions. A prize will
be drawn at the end of each half-term for a lucky winner.
Please ensure the Reading Record is in your child’s bag each day along with
their reading books to enable us to read with your child in school and record it.

YEAR 1
Spelling
Words

Autumn

the
a
do
to
of
are
was
is

his
has
I
you
put
push
pull
full

Spring

said
your
be
he
me
she
we

by
my
once
ask
one
no
go
so

Summer

today come
says some
were friend
here school
there house
where our
love they

Read regularly. Share books with your
family, use Oxford Owl.
Practise spelling all your catch me out
words.
Practise writing your numbers up to 9.
Count objects up to 20.
Practise letter formation for all letters
HAVE FUN!

To make sure that
you are really
ready for Year
One, spend
some time
on these tasks.

We will be starting year 1 this
year in a very similar way to
Reception. This will allow the
children to settle back into
school gradually without too
many changes after being away
from school for the extended
period.

